OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the circles and read your choices (pp. 14-16).

FEDERAL OFFICES

STATE OFFICES

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

PRESENTER AND
VICE PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN
Republican

BARRY KAPPEN
House

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
VOTE FOR UP TO THREE

ANDY VELLEMPU

Cynthia Richards

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

JANETTE HENRY

Ralph Nader

RIDGE CALERO AND ALYSSA KENNEDY
Independent

SUE N. FABER

Ralph Nader

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

JOHN L. KUEBEL

Bob Barr and Walter A. Roess

JESSICA BAILEY

Ralph Nader

WILL M. KAYE

Chuck Baldwin and Dainiel Christoffel


SCHOOL DISTRICT GUEST
SPECIAL ELECTION
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
NO. 709 (ELK RIVER)

YEAH

NO

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 1

RACHEL LEONARD

Ralph Nader

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPVISOR DISTRICT 1

DONALD HIPLAD

WILL KAYE

STATE OFFICES

RAYMOND BACON
Secretary

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 3

LARRY DIERINGER

Michael Lumsden

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 5

DONALD MARTINS

State Senator for District 6

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

DEAN BAUKLEY

KIM COLEMAN

AL FRANKEN

CHARLES ALDRICH

JAMES NEMACK

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6

VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN MCCAIN

KIM COLEMAN

AL FRANKEN

CHARLES ALDRICH

JAMES NEMACK

U.S. CHANCELLOR DISTRICT 6

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader

Ralph Nader
# State General Election Ballot

**Judicial Offices**

**Supreme Court**
- Associate Justice 1: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Paul X. Anderson
  - Tim Tingelstad

- Associate Justice 4: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Lorne M. Skelton
  - Deborah Harrow

**Court of Appeals**
- Judge 21: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Edward N. Kantar
  - Thomas J. Kalitowska

- Judge 25: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Robert M. Upham
  - Jeffrey L. Geiger

- Judge 29: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Harry L. Lanning
  - Kevin C. Rubs

**10th District Court**
- Judge 33: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Mackenzie Miles
  - William C. van Eys

**Judicial Counties**
- Judge 2: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Douglas W. Wold

- Judge 3: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Richard C. Ecka

- Judge 9: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Karen A. VanDemark

- Judge 13: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Lawrence R. Johnson

- Judge 17: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Dale E. Moses

- Judge 21: VOTE FOR ONE
  - B. William Kistrom

- Judge 26: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Harry A. Sullivan

- Judge 31: VOTE FOR ONE
  - Thomas D. Napier

**U.S. Senator**
- Minnesota (Senate)
  - Challenger: John M. Roem (D) vs. Senator Al Franken (D)

**Vote Front and Back of Ballot**